Indicators of Gas Source Proximity
Using Metal Oxide Sensors in a Turbulent Environment
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¬ Gas Source Localisation
· gas finding:
detecting an increased concentration
· gas source tracing:
following the cues determined from the sensed gas
distribution towards a gas source (eventually using also
other sensor modalities)
· gas source declaration:
determining the certainty that the source has been found

¬ Gas Source Declaration (GSD)
· based on the fine structure of the concentration field:
derive positional clues from the fine
structure of a turbulent gas plume
· inspiration from biology:
underwater measurements of odour
dispersal patterns indicate the onset slope of
concentration peaks as a potentially useful feature to
determine the direction of the spatial concentration gradient
[Consi et al., 1994], [Atema,1996]
· inspiration from underwater measurements:
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) measurements of the
structure of a turbulent water plume: the variance decreases
faster with increasing distance from the source than the time
average concentration [Webster et al., 2003]

¬ Gas Source Localisation is an Intricate Task!
· due to the turbulent nature of gas transport:
gas transport is turbulent under natural conditions;
thus the gas distribution is patchy and typically
does not exhibit smooth concentration gradients
that could indicate the direction to the gas source
· response characteristics of metal-oxide gas sensors:
metal-oxide sensors are widely used in mobile robotics because of
- the high sensitivity (down to the sub-ppm level for some gases),
- the usable life-span of three to five years, and
- the low susceptibility to changing environmental conditions;
but the response time is slow (time constant ~ 2s)
and it takes a long time for the sensors to recover
after the target gas is removed (time constant ~ 20s)

¬ Learning to Detect Proximity to a Gas Source
· concept:
consider the gas sensing system, the sensing strategy and the
environment as a whole and try to determine a model of the complete
system from measurements of its behavior
environment
and gas source

Am I in close
proximity to a gas
source or not ?

sensing strategy

spatial and temporal
concentration signatures
= training samples

machine learning
experiments
model of the system

gas sensing system
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¬ Experiments

interpretation of the
learned model

¬ Learning to Detect Proximity to a Gas Source

· sensing strategy:
gas sensor readings were acquired while
the robot performed a rotation manoeuvre
starting oriented towards the gas source;
the angular speed was 4 deg/s;
the total time of one trial was 90 s and
sensor readings were acquired at a rate of 4 Hertz
· environment and gas source:
environment: unmodified indoor environment which was not
ventilated; persons were allowed to be in the room
gas source: evaporating liquid alcohol from a bowl filled with
Single Malt Whiskey
· gas sensing system:
seven metal oxide sensors (5 x TGS 2620 and 2 x TGS 2600)
mounted symmetrically at two different heights
· experiments:
1056 trials = for three different source locations:
176 trials directly in front of the gas source alternating with
176 trials at a randomly chosen larger distance of (5 - 100) cm
for each source location

· features:
mean and standard deviation for 8 sectors of the rotation movement
· positive and negative training samples:
+
positive: concentration signatures taken at the min. distance d = d0
-

negative: recorded at d  d0 + Dd

ns
min

· Learned Model
· the cross-validation classification hit rate (HR)
of support vector machine classifiers (SVM)
was considerably higher compared to the classifier
based on the optimal threshold of the average concentration
· how to interpret the learned model?
- CFD modelling (Navier-Stokes)  still large uncertainty in the results
- analyse derived models  not yet succesful
- find statistical indicators of gas source proximity

¬ Results
· average sensor response:
nearly uncorrelated to the average distance from
the source (linear correlation coefficient: -0.08)
· normalised response standard deviation:
clearly stronger correlation
(linear correlation coefficient: -0.28)
® the strength of the fluctuations of the sensor
signal provided a better indication of proximity
to a gas source than the average response!
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